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Ramsay Fellowship Seminar
The Ramsay Fellowship was established in 2008 with a significant bequest from the Ramsay family to support
outstanding young Australian scientists to return to Australia and enhance their potential as future scientific
leaders.
Hear about the exciting research being undertaken by two of our current Ramsay Fellows, Dr Stephen WarrenSmith (Physical Sciences) and Dr Stephanie Watts-Williams (Agriculture, Food and Wine) in this open seminar.
All welcome.
Date: Monday 11 December, 12 – 1 PM
Venue: Napier G04 Lecture Theatre
RSVP: by 8 December via www.rfs2017.eventbrite.com.au

Early Stage Support for Major Grant Rounds
Stage 1 of the Faculty of Sciences Grant Review Scheme (www.sciences.adelaide.edu.au/docs/research/fosgrant-review-scheme.pdf) offers support to those intending to submit an application to major ARC or NHMRC
grant schemes (e.g. DP, Project) closing in early 2018. It is particularly aimed at those in the early stages of
proposal development - a fully-formed proposal is not required to participate.
An internal panel of experienced advisors will provide immediate, constructive feedback and guidance on your
proposal concept.
Those who wish to access this support are kindly asked to express their interest ASAP to
kelly.banwell@adelaide.edu.au.

Strategic Partnerships Manager
Dr Monica Ogierman recently commenced as Strategic Partnerships Manager in the Sciences Research
Development team. Monica’s remit is building and growing our industry and end-user research linkages, and she
is available to meet with researchers looking for support in this area. You can get in touch with Monica on 8313
6809 or via monica.ogierman@adelaide.edu.au.

Crowdfunding Expression of Interest Now Open
Crowdfunding is the increasingly popular practice of funding a project or campaign by soliciting relatively small
donations or contributions of money from a large number of people, typically through a web-based platform.
Expressions of interest (EOI) are now open for University of Adelaide staff, students and affiliated titleholders
wishing to develop a crowdfunding campaign. Selected projects will receive support from External Relations and
Marketing and Communications to develop and run their campaigns. Projects supported must fit within the scope
outlined in the University’s Crowdfunding Policy: www.adelaide.edu.au/policies/4263/.
EOIs are to be lodged by eform in Research Master (RME6) by Wednesday 29 November 2017. For more
information, see: www.adelaide.edu.au/research-services/funding/crowdfunding/

ARC Linkage Infrastructure Equipment and Facilities (LIEF) Applications
Research Services has recently released information regarding the submission process and timeline for ARC
LIEF bids for funding commencing in 2019.
A Notification of Intent (NOI) is to be lodged by eform in Research Master (RME6) by COB, Wednesday 6
December 2017. Information on the process and the NOI template can be found at:
www.adelaide.edu.au/research-services/funding/arc/lief/

Altmetric Explorer Training Sessions
Altmetric Explorer is a dashboard which aggregates online attention to the University's research publications,
and to all tracked publications worldwide. It’s now live and available for use by all academic, titleholder and
professional staff at the University. Training sessions are available for researchers. For details and to book, visit:
https://training.adelaide.edu.au/courses/19159 (The December 5 session will focus on Sciences examples.)

